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WHERE ARE THE COGNITIVE RESEARCHERS RESPONSIBLE FOR TORTURE
AND ASSASSINATION OF MIND CONTROL VICTIMS FOR TRAINING
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN MIND CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES?

Answer: They are hiding in plain sight! You will find many of them here:

www.mayoclinic.org

They are the Psychiatrists and Psychologist at the local Mental Health
Hospital; the Neuroscientist at the local University; the Behavioral
Scientist at the local children's clinic, etc. They are hiding in plain sight!

Cognitive Researchers Psychiatrists Psychologists Neuroscientists
Behavioral Scientists etc. It could not occur globally without
multilateral Government and nation state knowledge and approval.
Some type of umbrella or reciprocal agreement, probably under a
secretive United Nations protocol

American European and Five Eye Contractors, Israeli, etc., Contractor,
hiding behind and using law enforcement agencies and other
government agencies foreign and domestic to do their dirty work

In other words the Americans are able to OUTSOURCE the tactics and
the technology without sharing their top secret software

The Hive Mind Team Members are using a Virtual Interface (Virtual
Reality Interface) using a Neuro-Chip in their body or gear called the
'Electronic Brain to Brain Interface' (BBI). It's not Virtual Reality
anymore. It's now called 'NEURO-REALITY'!

A Computer Multiplexer (BCI) ROUTES the signal to a Tower, Satellite or
Mobile Platform which then RELAYS the signal to the digital receiver,
similar to how cell phone technologies are deployed. The digital
receiver is tracked and pinpointed in real time just like a cell phone, as
CIA/DIA Mind Control technologies depend on Timing & Location.
However with the Mind Control technologies of the CIA and Department
of Defense, the digital receiver is not a phone. It is a human brain

These INTELLECTUAL BARBARIANS which are engaged in the daily
wholesale TORTURE and MURDER of innocent men women and children,
for the purposes of training, research and development in MIND
CONTROL technologies, are hiding in plain sight

These Potential CIA DIA Hive Mind Team members, chosen and recruited
from professions who already possess some degree of expertise in the
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area of the mind, particularly as it relates to memory and thought
process, are placed inside a room in front of a large monitor screen and
instructed to take drugs while watching scenes of intense horror and
graphic violence

As the days of their DESENSITIZATION PROCESS progress so does the
level of horror and the amount of drugs they are required to take until
they can just sit there and watch a little child or little old granny
brutally murdered and just eat a bacon sandwich

Only those who have shown a propensity to kill on command without
moral causation and who have demonstrated a lack of compassion for
even the simplest craft are chosen, with their Conscience forever
destroyed and their Character eternally compromised

No one ascends to power in the USA without the 'Shadow Government's'
(DoD & Intelligence Agencies) approval. They operate in the shadows of
our government and are firmly entrenched in their positions of power.
Politicians, judges, etc., are mere puppets to these people. Their whole
lives are enveloped in a shroud of deception and manipulation. If they
ever told the truth about what they do and who they really are they
would not be looking for a new job. They would be looking for a lawyer
to keep them off of death row

Every piece of information collected by their system can be considered
falsified and/or fabricated because the RNM MIND CONTROL system is
designed to continuously provide 'suggestions' according to data which
has been previously collected about your current activity and the
accuracy of the reference descriptions [definitions] is extremely low
since the attackers don't really care about truth and the system will
fabricate statements and/or imagery while they are abusing you. The
fabrications are generally the result of misinterpretation of references
and emotional indicators as well as distortion of 'injection feedback' in
addition to false entries added manually by the attackers as a result of
their inability to understand what they are viewing or their mal-intent

There is no reliable way for the attackers to determine what is true
even if they try to apply their observations to the aforementioned
indicators. An attempt to prove guilt with their system would be the
equivalent to a cop dropping a gun at a crime scene and claiming it
belonged some individual who happened to be passing by - FABRICATED
and FALSIFIED

There is no legal application for this system or anything generated by
it. They will only capture what they want to abuse you with and when
they decide to 'censor' your thoughts they will force you into an abusive
or incoherent thought pattern using injection and blocking methods,
blocking real memories and injecting with FABRICATED AND FALSIFIED
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memories and motivational impulses
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